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ABSTRACT 

Programmed go suggestion may be a paramount 

issue in both exploration Also business. Huge media, 

particularly those prosper about Online networking 

(e. G. , Facebook, Flick, twitter and so on. ) offers 

great chances should location a significant number 
testing problems, to instance, GPS estimation and 

venture out suggestion. Travelog sites (e. G. , www. 

Igougo. Com) the table rich portrayals over 

landmarks and going experience composed Toward 

clients. Furthermore, community-contributed 

photographs with metadata (e. G. , tags, date taken, 

scope and so on. ) with respect to Online networking 

record users’ Every day an aggregation Also venture 

out encounter. These information need aid not main 

handy to dependable POIs (points for interest) ming, 

head out routes ming, Be that provide for a chance to 
propose customize venture out POIs Also routes In 

light of user’s investment. This paper indicates a redo 

venture out gathering suggestion from both 

travelogues and gathering contributed photographs 

and the heterogeneous metadata related for these 

photographs. Detest A large portion existing head 

out proposition approaches, our methodology will be 

altered with customer's venture out fervor 

Furthermore Moreover readied on embrace An travel 

strategy As opposed to distinctive focuses of 

investment (POIs). Topical anesthesia pack space 

including representative labels, the conveyances for 
cost, setting off by period Furthermore setting off by 

period for each theme, may be mined will interface 

the vocabulary fissure the middle of customer head 

out slant What's more head out courses. 

Keywords: points of interest (POIs), AUTOMATIC 

travel recommendation, GPS, Travelogue Mining, 

Route Mining. Image Mining. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In cutting edge days, the fast development for urban 

communities need cleared lifestyle for those 
improvemen of a immense number from claiming 

focuses from claiming interest (POIs), e. G. , stores, 

theatres, restaurants Furthermore home that excite 

Furthermore stimulate the people, giving us with 

more decisions from claiming living encounter over 

in front of. People routinely investigate the city Also 

neighborhood Previously, their Every day an 

aggregation What's more choose the place to try 

dependent upon their personal investment and the 

Different decisions for POIs. At those same time, 

making an proficient What's more powerful choice 

"around those vast number about POI decisions gets 
to be a irritating issue to the client. Should encourage 

those user’s investigation and choice making, POI 

suggestion need been acquainted Toward location-

based administrations.  

It is fundamentally All the more troublesomeness 

What's more repetitively to customers to organize 

travel grouping over distinct POIs. Since those 

association the middle of those ranges What's more 

opening time for Different POIs ought should a 

chance to be recognized. To instance, it might at 

present not be a OK proposition On each a standout 
amongst those POIs endorsed to person day would 

On four corners of the city, Regardless of those truth 

that the customer might be possessed for every last 

one of single person POIs. Existing reviews ahead 

head out suggestive mining praised venture out POIs 

What's more courses would principally starting with 

four sorts of tremendous on the web networking, GPS 

heading , Enlistment majority of the data geo-labels 

Also web diaries. However, general head out span 

orchestrating can't great meet clients' near home 

prerequisites. Programmed head out suggestion may 

be a critical issue over both exploration What's more 
industry. Huge media, particularly the prosper for 

Online networking (e. G. , Facebook, Flick, twitter 

and so forth. ) offers great chances with address huge 

numbers testing problems, to instance, GPS 

estimation [1], [2]. What's more head out suggestion 

[3]. Travelog sites (e. G. , www. Igougo. Com) offer 

rich portrayals something like landmarks Also going 

knowledge composed Eventually Tom's perusing 

clients. Furthermore, community-contributed 

photographs for metadata (e. G. , tags, date taken, 

scope and so forth. ) around Online networking 
record users’ Every day term What's more go 

experience. These information would not main 

functional for dependable POIs (points from claiming 

interest) ming [4], venture out routes ming, Anyhow 

provide for a chance to suggest customize travel POIs 

and routes In view of user’s interest. 
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II. EXISTING SYSTEM AND PROPOSED 

SYSTEM 

Automatic travel recommendation is an important 

problem in both research and industry. Big media, 

especially the flourish of social media (e.g., 

Facebook, Flick, Twitter etc.) offers great 
opportunities to address many challenging problems, 

for instance, GPS estimation  and travel 

recommendation. Travelogue websites (e.g., 

www.igougo.com) offer rich descriptions about 

landmarks and traveling experience written by users. 

Furthermore, community-contributed photos with 

metadata (e.g., tags, date taken, latitude etc.) on 

social media record users’ daily life and travel 

experience. These data are not only useful for reliable 

POIs (points of interest) ming [, travel routes ming, 

but give an opportunity to recommend personalized 

travel POIs and routes based on user’s interest. 
Existing studies on travel recommendation mining 

famous travel POIs and routes are mainly from four 

kinds of big social media, GPS trajectory [5], check-

in data [4], [6], [7] geo-tags [2], [3], [8], [9], [10] and 

blogs (travelogues) [11], [12]. However, general 

travel route planning cannot well meet users’ 

personal requirements. Personalized travel 

recommendation recommends the POIs and routes by 

mining user’s travel records [13], [14], [15]. The 

most famous method is location-based collaborative 

filtering (LCF). To LCF, similar social users are 
measured based on the location co-occurrence of 

previously visited POIs. Then POIs are ranked based 

on similar users’ visiting records. 

 

DISADVANTAGES 

● General travel route planning cannot well meet 
users’ personal requirements the recommended 

POIs should be personalized to user interest 

since different users may prefer different types of 

POIs. 

● It is far more difficult and time consuming for 
users to plan travel sequence than individual 

POIs. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This paper presents a personalized travel sequence 
recommendation from both travelogues and 

community contributed photos and the heterogeneous 

metadata (e.g., tags, geo-location, and date taken) 

associated with these photos. Topical package space 

including representative tags, the distributions of 

cost, visiting time and visiting season of each topic, is 

mined to bridge the vocabulary gap between user 

travel preference and travel routes. We take 

advantage of the complementary of two kinds of 

social media: travelogue and community-contributed 

photos. We map both user’s and routes’ textual 

descriptions to the topical package space to get user 

topical package model and route topical package 

model (i.e., topical interest, cost, time and season). 

To recommend personalized POI sequence, first, 

famous routes are ranked according to the similarity 

between user package and route package. Then top 
ranked routes are further optimized by social similar 

users’ travel records. Representative images with 

viewpoint and seasonal diversity of POIs are shown 

to offer a more comprehensive impression. 

And also We propose a Topical Package Model 

(TPM) learning method to automatically mine user 

travel interest from two social media, community-

contributed photos and travelogues. To address the 

first challenge, we consider not only user’s topical 

interest but also the consumption capability and 

preference of visiting time and season. As it is 

difficult to directly measure the similarity between 
user and route, we build a topical package space, and 

map both user’s and route’s textual descriptions to 

the topical package space to get user topical package 

model (user package) and route topical package 

model (route package) under topical package space. 

Our work is a personalized travel recommendation 

rather than a general recommendation. We 

automatically mine user’s travel interest from user 

contributed photo collections including consumption 

capability, preferred time and season which is 

important to route planning and difficult to get 
directly. We recommend personalized POI sequence 

rather than individual travel POIs. Famous routes are 

ranked according to the similarity between user 

package and route package, and top ranked famous 

routes are further optimized according to social 

similar users’ travel records. We propose Topical 

Package Model (TPM) method to learn users and 

route’s travel attributes. It bridges the gap of user 

interest and routes attributes. We take advantage of 

the complementary of two big social media to 

construct topical package space.Automatic travel 

recommendation. First, the recommended POIs 
should be personalized to user interest since different 

users may prefer different types of POIs 

 

Travelogue Mining: 

GPS trajectory, check-in information geo-tags Also 

blogs (travelogues) need aid four primary Online 

networking utilized within suggestion. Client 

produced travelogues give rich majority of the data. 

Kurashima concentrated ordinary user’s venture out 

successions as stated by entries, connected with 

media majority of the data of the routes. Furthermore 
travelogues, GPS and geo-tags need aid also 

generally used to venture out recommenkodation. 

Zheng directed an arrangement about meets 

expectations of go routes mining Also suggestion 
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utilizing GPS trajectory, and attained guaranteeing 

comes about. However, analyzings of the rich 

travelogues Furthermore geo-tags information with 

respect to social media, GPS trajectory information 

are moderately challenging to acquire. Geo-tagged 

photographs based programmed head out course 
arranging meets expectations have pulled in a 

considerable measure attentions. Recently, multi-

source enormous Online networking have 

demonstrated their heartiness. Liu et al. Ran across 

territories about investment Toward analysing geo-

nutagged picture Also check-ins information at the 

same time.  

 

Route Mining: 

To save the online computing time, we mine travel 

routes and the attribute of the routes offline. After 

mining POIs, to construct travel routes, we analyse 
the spatio-temporal structure of the POIs among 

travellers’ records. First, we remove the users who 

only upload few photos or only take photos at one 

POI. Second, to each user, we construct the spatio-

temporal structure of the POIs according to the “data 

taken”. POI with the earlier timestamp is defined as 

the “in”. POI with a later timestamp, on the contrary, 

is defined as “out”. Then we count the times of “in” 

and “out” from POI to others by the records of all the 

users after filtering. A greedy algorithm is then 

applied to find the time sequence of these POIs. 
Thus, we finish famous routes mining and obtain 

famous routes of each city. 

 

Security Analysis: 

The reasons for using the combination of social 

media are travelogues are more comprehensive to 

describe a location than the tags with the photos 

which are with so many noises; it is difficult to mine 

a user’s consumption capability and the cost of POIs 

directly by the photos or the tags with the photos; to 

season, although both media could offer correct 

visiting season information of POIs, the number of 
photos of a POI is far larger than the number of 

travelogues; the time difference between where the 

user lives and the “data taken” of community 

contributed photos of where he or she visits make the 

taken time inaccurate. 

 

Evaluation of POI Recommendation: 

To evaluate the performance of POI recommendation 

by TPM, we compare TPM with recommendation by 

popularity (PO), collaborative filtering (CF) and 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based method 
under MAP@n. 

Recommendation by Popularity (PO): It is non 

personalized recommendation. Only the popularity of 

the POIs is considered as the criterion of ranking. We 

measure the popularity according to the number of 

users who upload photos related to this POI. 

Recommendation by Collaborative Filtering (CF): 

Location-based collaborative filtering is a widely 

method in recommendation system and it can be 

easily implemented. First of all, user-POI matrix is 
constructed from users’ location records. Then 

similar users are detected through this user-POI 

matrix. Finally POIs are recommended based on 

similar users’ travel records. 

 

ADVANTAGES 

● We automatically mine user’s travel interest 
from user contributed photo collections 

including consumption capability, preferred 

time and season which is important to route 

planning and difficult to get directly 

● Famous routes are ranked according to the 
similarity between user package and route 

package, and top ranked famous routes are 

further optimized according to social similar 

users’ travel records. 

● Topical Package Model (TPM) method to 

learn user’s and route’s travel attributes. It 
bridges the gap of user interest and routes 

attributes. 

Depictive Image Mining  

For POI keeping in mind the end goal to 

offer distinctive impression of the travel 

grouping, our framework likewise gives delegate 

pictures of the POIs on the course. We consider 

two variables of the delegate pictures. In the first 

place, we show agent perspectives utilizing the 

4-D perspective. The differing perspectives 

could offer more far reaching information of the 
POI. Second, as POIs may indicate very 

extraordinary attributes in various seasons, we 

give delegate pictures of each season. To 

accomplish season assorted qualities, we remove 

the "date taken" data from metadata of the 

picture, and gap the photographs into four 

seasons. 

With the explosion of community 

contributed multi-media content available online, 

many social media repositories (e.g. Flickr2, 

YouTube, and Zooomr3) allow users to upload 

media data and annotate content with descriptive 
keywords which are called social tags. Flickr 

provides an open platform for users to publish 

their personal images freely. The principal 

purpose of tagging is to make images better 

accessible to the public. The success of Flickr 

proves that users are willing to participatein this 

semantic context through manual 

annotations[17].Flickr uses a promising 

approach for manual metadata generation named 
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“social tagging”, which requires all the users in 

the social network label the multimedia 

resources with their own keywords and share 

with others. The character-istics of social tags 

are as follows. 

 
(1) Ontology free. The ontology based 

labelingde-fines ontology and then let users label 

the multimedia resources using the semantic 

markups in the ontology. Social tagging requires 

all the users in the social network label the 

multimedia are sources with their own keywords 

and share with others. Different from ontology 

based an-notation. Thereis no pre-defined 

ontology or taxonomy in social tagging. Thus the 

tagging task is more convenient for users.  

 

(2) User oriented. The users can annotate images 
with their favorite tags. The tags of multimedia 

resources are determined by users’ cognitive 

ability. To the multi-media resources, users may 

give different tags. Each multimedia resource 

may be with one tag at least, and each tag may 

appear in many different multimedia resources. 

 

(3) Semantic loss. Irrelevant social tags 

frequently appear, and users typically will not 

tag all semantic ob-jects in the image, which is 

called semantic loss. Polysemy, synonyms, and 
ambiguity are some drawbacks of social tagging. 

Search by Location  

The most recent GPS enabled units permit the 

distinctive will as sure their area histories with GPS 

records, which methods mankind's conduct What's 

more inclination dependent upon venture out. In this 

paper, two sorts from claiming travel proposals are 

provided for Toward throwing off numerous users’ 

GPS follow. Those To begin with kind prescribes the 

client with prime intriguing areas Also travel 

successions for a exceedingly provided for geospatial 

area. The second might make An customize 
suggestion that offers the client with areas matching 

her/his venture out inclination. 

● To model multiple user location history, tree-
based hierarchical graph (TBHG) is employed. 

Tree based hierarchy is constructed by collecting 

multiple GPS logs and cluster them using 

―density based clustering so that similar points 

will come under same cluster. 

Search by Image  

Content based image retrieval (or) query by image 

content (QBIC) is the application of computer vision 

technique to the image retrieval problem from the 

large dataset. Content-based means analyzing the 
data of the image rather than the metadata such as 

keywords, tags or description associated with the 

image. Content refers to colors, texture or any other 

information that can be derived from the image. 

CBIR use query technique which involves an 

example image that it will then base its search upon. 

A pre-existing image can be used by the user to 

search. 
 

III.CONCLUSION: 
In this paper, we proposed a personalized travel 

sequence recommendation system by learning topical 

package model from big multi-source social media: 

travelogue community-contributed photos. The 

advantages of our are1) the system automatically 

mined user’s and routes’ travel topical preferences 

including the topical interest, cost, time and season, 

2) we recommended not only POIs but also travel 

sequence, considering both the popularity and user’s 

travel preferences at the same time. We mined and 
ranked famous routes based on the similarity between 

user package and route package. And then optimized 

the top ranked famous routes according to social 

similar users’ travel records. However, there are still 

some limitations of the current system. Firstly, the 

visiting time of POI mainly presented the open time 

through travelogues, and it was hard to get more 

precise distributions of visiting time only through 

travelogues. Secondly, the current system only 

focused on POI sequence recommendation and did 

not include transportation and hotel information, 
which may further provide convenience for travel 

planning. In the future, we plan to enlarge the dataset, 

and thus we could do the recommendation for some 

non-famous cities. We plan to utilize more kinds of 

social media (e.g., check-in data, transportation data, 

weather forecast etc.) to provide more precise 

distributions of visiting time of POIs and the context 

aware recommendation. 
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